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bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

190 x 190 mm
28 pages
5,20 €
From 2 years old

Breton, Chinese (Simplified), 
Italian, Japanese, Korean

BAYARD  

PICTURE BOOKS Les Belles Histoires des tout-
petits

New stories brought to life by internationally renowned 
contemporary illustrators. Stories range from the tender to 
the funny and have been selected for their appeal to young 
children. Strong graphics and rythmic texts draw readers into 
magic.

Key Features
• First little picture books for toddlers.

• A selection of best stories previously published in Bayard magazines (Tralalire, 
Belles Histoires)

• A successful series in France with more than 145.000 copies sold.

• Internationally renowed illustrators.

Contents

Number of titles available : 67

Au cirque Bavard

Bonne nuit, petit ours !

Boucle d'or

Chapeau sur l'eau

Coucou père Noël !

Croqu'enbouille : le petit bonhomme en pain d'épice

Debout, c'est dimanche !

Deux amis pour la vie

Dis Papa pourquoi ?

Doudou est en colère !

Du lait pour mon chat

En avant, petit train !

Grand-mère Sucre et Grand-père Chocolat

Grosse patate

Je veux ma couche !



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

160 x 175 mm
24 pages
3,99 €
From 3 years old

MILAN  

PICTURE BOOKS Mes p'tits contes

A series of delicious little books to introduce young children 
to classic tales and great traditional stories. You can slip them 
into your bag and take them with you everywhere you go.

Key Features
• Famous heroes.

• Accessible price.

• Small format, round corners, tear-proof pages: a nice object at a mini price.

Contents

Number of titles available : 27

Baba Yaga et Machenka

Blanche-Neige

Boucle d'or

Cendrillon

Hansel et Gretel

Jack et le haricot géant

La Belle au bois dormant

La Moufle

La petite poule rousse

La princesse au petit pois

La soupe au caillou

Le Petit Chaperon rouge

Le Petit Poucet

Le bonhomme en pain d'épices

Le chat botté



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

160 x 175 mm
24 pages
3,99 €
From 3 years old

MILAN  

PICTURE BOOKS Mes p'tits mythes

A series of delicious little books to introduce young children 
to the heroes of mythology and epic literature. You can slip 
them into your bag and take them with you everywhere you 
go.

Key Features
• Famous heroes.

• Accessible price.

• Small format, round corners, tear-proof pages: a nice object at a mini price.

Contents

Number of titles available : 4

Arthur et Excalibur

Hercule et les écuries d'Augias

Jason et la Toison d'or

Ulysse et le cheval de Troie



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

180 x 165 mm
12 pages
7,95 €
From 1 years old

Chinese (Simplified), Italian

TOURBILLON  

PICTURE BOOKS Premières histoires

Magali Le Huche's new character, BUC (illustrated with fresh-
ness), is the star of short texts with freshness and spontaneity 
for a new series of first stories based on everyday life sub-
jects.

Key Features
• A new character full of humour with a strong personality!

• A small format, a clear, airy lay-out.

Contents

Number of titles available : 3

Buc, le chevalier pirate

C'est pas moi c'est la baleine

Tout le monde s'appelle caca



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

180 x 180 mm
32 pages
10,50 €
From 2 years old

Chinese (Simplified), Korean

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Abel
SIBYLLE DELACROIX

To keep warm in winter, Abel the sheep has his wool, and his 
friends!

Key Features
• An irresistible new book from Sibylle Delacroix !

• Sybille Delacroix excels in capturing the emotions experienced by young children 
with precision and tenderness.

Contents
Abel, the sheep, has lovely soft wool and a sweet nature. He's always happy to 
help others, willingly giving away tufts of his wool to a chilly sparrow or shivering 
mice. Even when he starts to feel the cold air around his rump, he can't refuse a 
large bundle of wool to a whole family of rabbits that need warming up. But now, 
that his own teeth are chattering, he finds hilmself all alone... A tender tale about 
generosity, sharing and friendship!

Author
SIBYLLE DELACROIX
Sibylle Delacroix, born in Brussels in 1974, lives in Revel in 
Haute-Garonne. After graduating from the École de Recherche 
Graphique in Brussels, she has worked as an illustrator and graphic 
designer since 2000, in particular illustrating classic tales for 
Duculot. Bayard published her children’s books: "Les p’tits noms," 
"J’ai peur," "Ronchonette Cocolle," and "Blanche hait la nuit," as 
well as the Cléo series.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

180 x 180 mm
32 pages
10,50 €
From 2 years old

English (World)

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Blanche hait la nuit
SIBYLLE DELACROIX

Blanche is a smart little girl, and a bit of a night bird. When 
night falls, she does exactly what she feels like !

Key Features
• The author has placed herself at the child's level to portray situations of everyday 
life with feeling.

• A warm-hearted story set in the very young child's universe.

• A robust book, easy and pleasant to handle.

Contents
Every day, it's the same old story... it's Blanche's debtime, but there's no way she's 
going to sleep ! Blanche hates night time so she sings, bounces on the bed and 
does somersaults! A story that shows the good side of night time !

Author
SIBYLLE DELACROIX
Sibylle Delacroix, born in Brussels in 1974, lives in Revel in 
Haute-Garonne. After graduating from the École de Recherche 
Graphique in Brussels, she has worked as an illustrator and graphic 
designer since 2000, in particular illustrating classic tales for 
Duculot. Bayard published her children’s books: "Les p’tits noms," 
"J’ai peur," "Ronchonette Cocolle," and "Blanche hait la nuit," as 
well as the Cléo series.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

195 x 240 mm
24 pages
9,90 €
From 2 years old

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Prêt pour le grand jour ?
Claudia Bielinsky

A book brimming with enthousiam and confidence... in school 
and in children !

Key Features
• An optimistic, confident, stress-free picture of school !

• A moment of surprises and complicity to share.

Contents
Téo, Alice, Gaston... each one has their own way of getting ready : choosing their 
favourite things, putting them in a little bag... and they're off ! Today is a big day !

Author
Claudia Bielinsky
Claudia Bielinsky went to the Art School in Buenos Aires and 
became a painter; her works are exhibited all over the world. She 
also teaches art to adults and children and works for children's 
press.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

230 x 260 mm
32 pages
5,20 €
From 3 years old

Castilian, Italian

BAYARD  

PICTURE BOOKS Les Belles Histoires

« Les Belles Histoires » is the name of the famous French 
magazine for children created in 1972. This books’ collection 
gathers the most famous stories published in this magazine, 
beautifully illustrated.

Key Features
• A picture books collection for 3-5 years old

• A selection of best stories previously published in Bayard magazines (Tralalire, 
Belles Histoires)

• A successful-series in France

• Internationally-renowed illustrators

Contents

Number of titles available : 67

Carabique, Carbosse et Carapate

Chep et Dédé

Drôle de cadeau dans le traîneau

En route pour la Chine

Flammèche a trouvé sa princesse

Hänsel et Gretel

J'ai un lion à la maison

J'veux pas y aller !

Je ne veux pas sortir de mon lit !

Je suis un chat bleu

Joyeux anniversaire, Princesse Mélie

L'aplati-sœur

L'enfant aux cheveux d'or

L'ogre qui avait peur des enfants

L'école est à nous !



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

230 x 200 mm
56 pages
12,50 €
From 2 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Tout pour ma pomme
Édouard Manceau

Sharing is really hard for Li'l wolf who wants to have all the 
food to himself...

Key Features
• A story about sharing

Contents
Li'l Wolf is really hungry...So when he sees his friends getting ready to tuck into 
delicious lettuces, he tells them he's being chased by a monster...then he can have 
them all to himself. Things do according to plan and Li'l Wolf makes a delicious 
meal, with starter and dessert. But just as he's sitting down to enjoy it, a real mons-
ter arrives on the scene. Will he eat Li'l Wolf?

Just like in real life, sharing is never easy.

Illustrator
Édouard Manceau
Édouard Manceau was born in Vendée in 1969. He enjoyed a 
happy childhood surrounded by brothers, sisters and cousins. 
After a chaotic school life, he decided to go to art school in 
Angers. There, he discovered his artistic vocation. At the age of 
30, he published his first book with Editions Frimousse. He has 
also worked for Thierry Magnier, Mila, Le Seuil and Tourbillon, 
and works regularly for Milan Presse. One of our emblematic 
author-illustrators, he has already published more than 30 books 
with Milan Petite enfance, among them several series : "Capucine 
la souris", "Le Petit Éléphant", "Nom d’un champignon !", "Tous 
pareils !", "Tout pour ma pomme"...



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

230 x 200 mm
64 pages
12,50 €
From 3 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Tous pareils ! Petites leçons de 
sagesse caribou
Édouard Manceau

These funny caribous tell us a lot about ourselves!

Key Features
• As the pages turn, astonishing, poetic pictures invite laughter or reflection.

Contents
Caribous come in all sorts: some are too shy, some always want to be bigger, 
some can't see any further than the tip of their noses...

Illustrator
Édouard Manceau
Edouard Manceau discovered an authentic artistic vocation which 
was to grow over the years. 
At 30, he published his first book with Editions Frimousse. He also 
works for Thierry Magnier and frequently for Milan Presse. 



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

230 x 200 mm
48 pages
12,50 €
From 3 years old

Korean

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Si tous les éléphants 
s'appelaient Bertrand
Édouard Manceau

With funny situations and misunderstandings, this little jewel 
- absurd and droll - is a bit like 'Tous pareils!'.

Key Features
• Funny situations that invites laughter and reflection.

Contents
Dreaming up a world where all elephants would answer to the same name, 
Edouard Manceau brings us a story full of amusement and unexpected twists and 
turns.

Illustrator
Édouard Manceau
Édouard Manceau was born in Vendée in 1969. He enjoyed a 
happy childhood surrounded by brothers, sisters and cousins. 
After a chaotic school life, he decided to go to art school in 
Angers. There, he discovered his artistic vocation. At the age of 
30, he published his first book with Editions Frimousse. He has 
also worked for Thierry Magnier, Mila, Le Seuil and Tourbillon, 
and works regularly for Milan Presse. One of our emblematic 
author-illustrators, he has already published more than 30 books 
with Milan Petite enfance, among them several series : "Capucine 
la souris", "Le Petit Éléphant", "Nom d’un champignon !", "Tous 
pareils !", "Tout pour ma pomme"...



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

200 x 260 mm
48 pages
9,90 €
From 2 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Roule, ma poule !
Édouard Manceau

The story of a little hen as round as a ball who likes nothing 
better than rolling around the farmyard!

Key Features
• A new picture book from Edouard Manceau, a cornerstone of the Milan 
catalogue. Here, we find his simple, clean lines and humour.

• A funny story that stimulates children's imagination.

• Apart from the pleasure of reading, this book will be appreciated by schools and 
libraries for its play with cords and sounds.

Contents
A simple, well-paced picture book guaranteed to make youngsters laugh! We 
follow the wanderings of a little round hen that rolls around on the ground. As 
always with Edouard Manceau, the seemingly random trip is actually heading 
somewhere! The story reads like a succession of funny little sentences to improve 
the child's pronunciation and oral comprehension.

Author
Édouard Manceau
Our catalog's iconic author-illustrator, Édouard Manceau, has 
already had over 30 books published by Milan Petite enfance, 
including the “Capucine la souris” series, the “Le Petit Éléphant” 
series, "Nom d’un champignon!," "Tous pareils!," "Si tous les 
éléphants s”appelaient Bertrand," "Tout pour ma pomme," and 
"Merci le vent."



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

210 x 240 mm
32 pages
9,90 €
From 2 years old

English (World), Korean, Spanish 
(Latin America), Thai

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Merci, le vent
Édouard Manceau

Pieces of paper that assemble to create different animals.

Key Features
• A beautiful opening to imagination and poetry.

• A very pleasant reading that offers a discovery of shapes, construction basics, etc.

Contents
Pieces of paper that assemble to create different animals: a beautiful opening to 
imagination and poetry. A very pleasant reading that offers a discovery of shapes, 
construction basics, etc.

Illustrator
Édouard Manceau
Édouard Manceau was born in Vendée in 1969. He enjoyed a 
happy childhood surrounded by brothers, sisters and cousins. 
After a chaotic school life, he decided to go to art school in 
Angers. There, he discovered his artistic vocation. At the age of 
30, he published his first book with Editions Frimousse. He has 
also worked for Thierry Magnier, Mila, Le Seuil and Tourbillon, 
and works regularly for Milan Presse. One of our emblematic 
author-illustrators, he has already published more than 30 books 
with Milan Petite enfance, among them several series : "Capucine 
la souris", "Le Petit Éléphant", "Nom d’un champignon !", "Tous 
pareils !", "Si tous les éléphants s'appelaient Bertrand", "Tout pour 
ma pomme"...



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

210 x 240 mm
32 pages
9,90 €
From 3 years old

English (World)

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Le petit oiseau va sortir
Édouard Manceau

Don't miss out on the event : the little bird will leave his egg !

Key Features
• A story about growing-up

Contents
One surprise after another : this story was writing to make the youngest laugh. It 
also leaves room for imagination and let the children grow up at their own pace.

Illustrator
Édouard Manceau
Édouard Manceau was born in Vendée in 1969. He enjoyed a 
happy childhood surrounded by brothers, sisters and cousins. 
After a chaotic school life, he decided to go to art school in 
Angers. There, he discovered his artistic vocation. At the age of 
30, he published his first book with Editions Frimousse. He has 
also worked for Thierry Magnier, Mila, Le Seuil and Tourbillon, 
and works regularly for Milan Presse. One of our emblematic 
author-illustrators, he has already published more than 30 books 
with Milan Petite enfance, among them several series : "Capucine 
la souris", "Le Petit Éléphant", "Nom d’un champignon !", "Tous 
pareils !", "Tout pour ma pomme"...



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

198 x 270 mm
18 pages
11,90 €
From 3 years old

Chinese (Simplified), Chinese 
(Simplified), German, German, 
Italian, Italian, Korean, Korean

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Monsieur Lion chez le coiffeur
Britta Teckentrup

A funny picture book with a mischievous monkey and a lo-
vable lion.

Key Features
• A great introduction to laughter and all those jokes based on repetition that very 
young children adore.

Contents
Mister Lion’s mane is a tangled mess …

Whoosh, off to the hairdressers for a new haircut!

Bunches, curls, a head band or multi-coloured strands, thanks to a clever die-cut 
in the illustration, Mister Lion changes hairstyle with each new double page! Little 
kiddies will love it… and bigger ones too!

Author
Britta Teckentrup
Britta TECKENTRUP is a German artist, author and illustrator. She 
studied at St Martin’s College of Art and the Royal College of Art in 
London. She exhibits regularly in fairs all around the world. She has 
written and illustrated more than 30 books for children, among 
them, in France, titles in Hatier’s ‘Mon très grand imagier’ series, 
and for Bayard, Maxi cherche et trouve - Dans la ville.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

190 x 255 mm
40 pages
11,90 €
From 3 years old

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Le pigeon qui voulait être un 
canard
Lili Bravi / Soledad Bravi

Gideon the little pigeon has a dream : to become a lovable 
duck. A humourous and tender picture book, with the inimi-
table illustration style of Soledad Bravi.

Key Features
• Fun with a sprinkling of madness from Soledad Bravi, who illustrates a text written 
by her daughter, Lili, in this book.

• A story with lovable characters.

Contents
Once upon a time, there was a little pigeon called Gideon. Feeling rejected 
because nobody likes pigeons, what Gideon wanted, more than everything else 
in the world, was to be a duck. Ducks, as everyone knows, as pretty, coloured and 
distinguished ! Luckily, Gideon found a pair of flippers and slipped them at once. A 
new life of dreams bega, !

Author
Lili Bravi
Lili Bravi is Soledad Bravi’s daughter. She is now finishing her 
design studies at Parsons New School and she lives in New York. 
Le pigeon qui voulait être canard is her first book.

Illustrator
Soledad Bravi
Soledad Bravi is a graduate of ASAG. She worked in advertising 
before switching to the press and publishing. Her books have been 
published by l'école des loisirs and Marabout (Les paresseuses 
series).



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

190 x 190 mm
64 pages
11,90 €
From 2 years old

Arabic (world), Brazilian, Bul-
garian, Chinese (Complex), 
Chinese (Simplified), Czech, 
Danish, Dutch, English (World), 
Estonian, Farsi, Finnish, Fle-
mish, German, Greek, Hebrew, 
Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, 
Japanese, Korean, Latvian, 
Lithuanian, Norwegian, Polish, 

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Un livre
HERVE TULLET

It's a book; you do as it tells you, and you'll see what you 
see...

Key Features
• A phenomenal success with more than 2.000.000 copies sold worldwide through 
39 languages.

• Hervé Tullet has created a strong and highly coloured visual universe that leaves 
little room for words.

• Hervé Tullet’s beautiful pictures somehow evoke words... helping the very young 
to acquire language skills.

Contents
A yellow circle on a white page. ‘The book’ invites the child to press on the circle...
what will happen? In order to find out, you have to turn the page. So, from page to 
page, the yellow, blue and red circles unfold in a row or slide towards the edge of 
the page... depen-ding on whether the child blows, rubs or clicks on them.

Author
HERVE TULLET
Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre (2 million copies sold 
worldwide, 32 langages), Couleurs and On joue. Creator of about 
50 children's books, Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises when 
he meets children and the magic also works througt his much-
awaited books. 



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

220 x 220 mm
64 pages
11,90 €
From 2 years old

Arabic (world), Chinese (Com-
plex), Chinese (Simplified), 
Czech, Danish, Dutch, English 
(World), Estonian, German, 
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, 
Japanese, Korean, Latvian, 
Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, 
Russian, Spanish (World), Swe-
dish, Turkish

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Couleurs
HERVE TULLET

After the success of "Un livre", Hervé Tullet brings us a new 
picture book about colours. A magical trip to the world of co-
lours and matters that makes you long to create and have fun!

Key Features
• A fundamental theme with lots of impact for the very young : colour, treated here 
in a spectacular and amusing way.

• A concreat approach brings understanding of an abstract notion : colour.

• Imaginative and interactive : Hervé Tullet's books have become a reference for 
the young.

• Un livre : more than 100 000 copies sold in France and more than 800 000 
copies sold in the world.

Contents
"With your fingers, take a little blue and stroke the yellow. What do you get?"

"If you rub these two colours, what happens?"

As the pages turn, children are invited to use their fingers to stroke, rub, tap, shake, 
and mix the colours on the pages. Simply follow the instructions...

What a surprise when you turn the page and see the result! Right in front of the 
children’s eyes: green, orange, purple, light colours and dark colours, grey all come 
to life...

Beautiful and magical – that’s colour!

Author
HERVE TULLET
Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre (2 million copies sold 
worldwide, 32 langages), Couleurs and On joue. Creator of about 
50 children's books, Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises when 
he meets children and the magic also works througt his much-
awaited books. 



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

220 x 220 mm
60 pages
11,90 €
From 2 years old

Basque, Castilian, Catalan, 
Chinese (Complex), Chinese 
(Simplified), Dutch, English 
(World), German, Greek, Hun-
garian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, 
Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, 
Spanish (Latin America), Turkish

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS On joue ?
HERVE TULLET

A brillant companion to the worldwide bestseller "Press here".

Key Features
• Imagination and interactivity : Hervé Tullet is a reference in children's books.

• Phenomenal success of "Press here".

Contents
Children follow the line with their fingertips, guiding the yellow spot as they play.

Roundabouts, hide’n seek... this picture book is a real adventure playground to 
enjoy with a new companion – the yellow spot.

A magical journey with lots of thrills.

All those who loved Press Here will find the enchantment and joy of interaction 
with coloured spots, but here there are many more surprises in store.

Author
HERVE TULLET
Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre (2 million copies sold 
worldwide, 32 langages), Couleurs and On joue. Creator of about 
50 children's books, Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises when 
he meets children and the magic also works througt his much-
awaited books. 



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

220 x 220 mm
64 pages
11,90 €
From 3 years old

Arabic (world), Brazilian, Bul-
garian, Chinese (Complex), 
Chinese (Simplifi ed), Czech, 
Danish, Dutch, English (World), 
Estonian, Farsi, Finnish, Fle-
mish, German, Greek, Hebrew, 
Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, 
Japanese, Korean, Latvian, 
Lithuanian, Norwegian, Polish, 
Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, 
Slovenian, Spanish (World), Swe-
dish, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Oh ! Un livre qui fait des sons
HERVÉ TULLET

Make some noise! Shout “Oh”! Whisper “oh”! Sing 
“Oooooooh”! Hervé Tullet’s book magically responds with 
dots, bubbles and bursts of color, shapes, and motion.

Key Features
• Educational and home appeal : with the same imaginative, interactive approach 
found in Un livre, Couleurs, and On joue, this books brings into a new musical 
dimension of sound, bringing a whole new layer to the mixe.

• Beautiful and imaginative : a tour-de-force of imagination that mixes the whimsi-
cal minimalism of DUCK! RABBIT! with the graphic intensity of Eric Carle but retains 
a characters and voice that’s all its own.

• Expanding the brand : a terrific successor to Un livre to go with the games crea-
ted also by Hervé Tullet.

Contents
Another essential concept—sound!—cleverly presented, and packaged with an intri-
guing, high design cover that will sit equally comfortably in a museum store display 
and on the New York Times bestseller list. Hervé Tullet’s latest book offers that rare 
combination of sophistication, simplicity, and sheer wit that will have readers of all 
stripes cheering on its success.

Author
HERVÉ TULLET
Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre (2 million copies sold 
worldwide, 32 langages), Couleurs and On joue. Creator of about 
50 children's books, Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises when 
he meets children and the magic also works througt his much-
awaited books. 



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

220 x 270 mm
64 pages
11,90 €
From 3 years old

Brazilian, Catalan, Chinese 
(Simplified), English (World), 
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Polish, 
Portuguese, Russian, Spanish 
(World)

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Sans titre
HERVE TULLET

The story? What story? There's no story here. The charac-
ters? They're unfinished. The author? He's not ready! Yes, 
because this book is not done yet. (But since you're here, 
they'll try to make sure you have a good time...)

Key Features
• A book to read and perform like a play.

• Lots of funny, original ideas :  a story within a story, photo of the author talking to 
the characters, a scamp who wants to change roles, smudges and scores...

• The lively familiarity of tone charms children and parents alike !

Contents
Hervé Tullet's new book is wonderfully amusing with extraordinary complicity 
between him, his characters and his readers. You immediately enter into the game 
of a book in the course of being invented and as though in a stage play, enact the 
different characters. In this unfinished book, the characters do their best to satisfy 
the visitors, but they don't have a clue what to do. Or perhaps juste one : "you don't 
just sit down and write any old story, we need what's his name, the author..." The 
author, disturbed in the middle of his drawing, appears (he really does), tells a quick 
story, and goes back to his drawings. Our characters, left on their own again, are a 
bit shamefaced, but it's already the last page, so they say goodbye !

Author
HERVE TULLET
Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre (2 million copies sold 
worldwide, 32 langages), Couleurs and On joue. Creator of about 
50 children's books, Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises when 
he meets children and the magic also works througt his much-
awaited books. 



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

195 x 201 mm
56 pages
11,50 €
From 2 years old

Chinese (Simplified), Dutch, 
Flemish, Greek, Italian, Polish, 
Russian, Spanish (Latin America)

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Où es-tu Turlututu ?
HERVE TULLET

Turlututu has disappeared! You’ll have to find him.

Key Features
• A funny character.

• Tullet's graphic universe.

Contents
In these new magic stories, Turlututu appears, disappears, and changes into other 
things ! You'll give him a helping hand, won't you ?

Author
HERVE TULLET
Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre (2 million copies sold 
worldwide, 32 langages), Couleurs and On joue. Creator of about 
50 children's books, Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises when 
he meets children and the magic also works througt his much-
awaited books. 



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

200 x 210 mm
96 pages
12,90 €
From 1 years old

Chinese (Simplified), Chinese 
(Simplified), Danish, Dutch, 
Flemish, Flemish, Greek, Greek, 
Italian, Italian, Korean, Polish, 
Polish, Russian, Russian, Spanish 
(Latin America), Spanish (Latin 
America)

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Les vacances de Turlututu
HERVE TULLET

Turlututu is going on holiday and there are lots of surprises in 
store for young readers

Key Features
• An invitation to interactivity and the discovery of his graphic universe.

Contents
 Magic stories, games and pictures to colour-in, as well as stickers and stencils! 
You’ll have to press buttons, blow, turn the book upside down, clap your hands, 
help Turlu-tutu do his shopping and cook a meal... Kids have no time to get bored 
with this 112-page book, brimming with ideas and laughter.

Author
HERVE TULLET
Hervé Tullet is the author of Un livre (2 million copies sold 
worldwide, 32 langages), Couleurs and On joue. Creator of about 
50 children's books, Hervé Tullet loves to provoke surprises when 
he meets children and the magic also works througt his much-
awaited books. 



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

230 x 255 mm
32 pages
11,90 €
From 3 years old

Catalan, English (Can), English 
(US), Japanese, Korean, Spanish 
(World)

BAYARD

PICTURE BOOKS Graines de sable
SIBYLLE DELACROIX

With exceptional delicacy, this picture book evokes the hapi-
ness and nostalgia of summer and holidays.

Key Features
• Sibylle Delacroix has succeeded in capturing a universal emotion.

• A book that cannot fail to move readers.

• A book to read to relive happy moments and appreciate the pleasure of holidays.

Contents
From a few grains of sand in a shoe, a whole world is reborn: a world of wind and 
sunlight, splashes and perfumes. A world that slips between the fingers like sand: 
the world of holidays and childhood.

Author
SIBYLLE DELACROIX
Sibylle Delacroix, born in Brussels in 1974, lives in Revel in 
Haute-Garonne. After graduating from the École de Recherche 
Graphique in Brussels, she has worked as an illustrator and graphic 
designer since 2000, in particular illustrating classic tales for 
Duculot. Bayard published her children’s books: "Les p’tits noms," 
"J’ai peur," "Ronchonette Cocolle," and "Blanche hait la nuit," as 
well as the Cléo series.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

295 x 205 mm
48 pages
12,90 €
From 4 years old

German, Italian, Korean

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS L'hirondelle qui voulait voir 
l'hiver
Philip Giordano

After Le Pingouin qui avait froid, Philip Giordano brings us a 
new fable about difference and friendship.

Key Features
• A wonderful story about friendship and solidarity.

Contents
Iris, a young swallow, is very curious: when she finds out that winter is coming, she 
decides to stay and discover what it looks like. So she watches her family fly off 
to warm climes while she waits in the forest. In autumn, Iris still manages to find 
insects to eat. She enjoys flying among trees that are slowly losing their leaves; 
she admires their flam-boyant colours. Soon winter comes. Iris falls asleep in the 
snow... A squirrel takes her in and shares his shelter with the swallow. They spend 
the winter together, admiring this new landscape and hunting for insects hidden in 
the soil. Then springtime comes, and with the season, the swallows return ...Like 
an initiatory tale, this picture book recounts the life of Iris, a young swallow, in one 
year. Once again, Philip Giordano plays with the changing shapes and colours that 
rhythm the seasons to create luminous, teeming pages in the warm seasons and 
stark, beautiful landscapes in the winter.

Illustrator
Philip Giordano
Philip Giordano is Italian, but he lives in Japan. He works for the 
press and children’s books, animation and toy designing. In 2010, 
he won the illustration prize at the Bologna International Children’s 
Book Fair.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

250 x 350 mm
48 pages
14,90 €
From 3 years old

Basque, Chinese (Simplified), 
Italian, Korean, Russian

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Le pingouin qui avait froid
Philip Giordano

A magnificent picture book, striking in the graphic power and 
poetry of its illustrations. This is a fable about difference, in 
which a little penguin wakes up one morning to discover the 
undeniable truth : he isn't like the others !

Key Features
• A poetic picture book with magnificent illustrations.

• Coloured illustrations with geometric shapes that evoke the chill of the ice field 
and the warmth of the islands.

• A lovable character invites us to join him on his journey !

• The first story writen by this talented illustrator.

Contents
A beautiful tale of initiation. A little penguin who feels cold in the unicoloured uni-
verse of the ice-floe leaves with his friend, a female whale, to go to the tropics and 
discover warmth. There, his island friends give him a multi-coloured scarf. He goes 
back to his family wearing it, and never feels cold again.

Illustrator
Philip Giordano
Philip Giordano is Italian, but he lives in Japan. He works for the 
press and children’s books, animation and toy designing. In 2010, 
he won the illustration prize at the Bologna International Children’s 
Book Fair.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

250 x 345 mm
48 pages
14,90 €
From 4 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS L'oiseau qui aimait jouer  
dans la tempête
Philip Giordano

After "Le pingouin qui avait froid" and "L'hirondelle qui voulait 
voir l'hiver," here is Philip Giordano's new picture book.

Key Features
• A beautiful story of friendship where a bird helps a shellfish to find his family in 
the storm.

• Philip Giordano: an author-illustrator well-loved for his unique graphic style and 
tender, poetic stories.

Contents
Ulysses is a sandpiper chick who's ready for anything. Every day, he waits on the 
beach until the storm passes. It's great to fly between the big waves and feel the 
wind blowing! Until one day he meets Coki, a little shellfish washed up on the 
beach. Coki is so sad: he was sitting on the rock with his friends when the storm 
blew them off. Immediately, Ulysses offers to help him find them. But where will 
they begin? Only one solution: follow the storm! 

Philip Giordano brings us a lovely story about friendship between two entirely 
different creatures: a frightened little home-loving shellfish and a daring, fearless 
young sandpiper. Two lovable characters to treat themes Giordano always enjoys: 
difference, mutual help and travel. 

Author
Philip Giordano
Philip Giordano is Italian, but he lives in Japan. He works for the 
press and children’s books, animation and toy designing. In 2010, 
he won the illustration prize at the Bologna International Children’s 
Book Fair.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

210 x 280 mm
32 pages
11,90 €
From 4 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS À l'époque
Kiko

A little girl asks her grandmother existential questions.

Key Features
• An original presentation that chooses a light tone and humour to treat the big 
questions children ask about time, life and death.

• All parents will recognize the situation! A child's spontaneous question asked 
light-heartedly in passing... that leads on to an avalanche of even more complex  
questions… with answers that aren't so easy to find!

• Kiko, a successful illustrator, signs his first picture book as an author.

Contents
For his first title as an author, Kiko chose to bring us his vision of big questions 
about time, life and death, those that children ask at the 'why?' age. These 
existential questions, sometimes difficult to answer, are treated in a light tone, as 
nonchalantly as the child might ask them. Here, the force lies in the simplicity and 
spontaneity of the dialogues. But also in Kiko's illustrations, with their contribution 
of humour and gentleness. 

Illustrator
Kiko
Graphic designer, illustrator of children’s press and books… Nicolas 
Archieri, aka KIKO, works regularly for Bayard’s Astrapi magazine 
and has illustrated lots of books: fiction and non-fiction for Milan, 
Gallimard, Tourbillon, Fleurus… He lives in Paris.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

200 x 245 mm
40 pages
9,90 €
From 4 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS La Petite Poucette et les cailloux 
blancs
Marie Desbons / Sandrine Beau

A new version of Tom Thumb: the hero is a girl and it takes 
place in the savannah.

Key Features
• A classic tale rewritten with humour and imagination!

• Three different endings. Funny and quirky! An invitation to write your own ending.

• The delicate, warmly coloured illustrations by Marie Desbons.

Contents
Once upon a time there was a little girl who lived with her 6 sisters in a forest of 
Baobabs, in southern Africa. Everyone called her Little Thumbling, because she 
was so small. Her family was poor, so poor that one day, Little Thumbling's parents 
couldn't feed their children any more. So they decided to lose them in the savan-
nah. Sounds familiar... But the end will surprise you! 

Illustrator
Marie Desbons
Marie Desbons is a young illustrator born in Blois in 1981. After 
studying applied arts, she started work in an advertising agency.
In 2007, she took the decision to work independently as an 
illustrator and published two picture books.
Her illustrations, bright and lively, combine several techniques: 
gouache, colored pencils, collage and sometimes computer 
graphics. Today she lives in Poitiers.

Author
Sandrine Beau
Sandrine Beau lives in Nancray. Many of her stories have appeared 
in Milan Presse and Bayard Presse, and  her children's books 
have been published by Oskar Editions, L'Élan vert and Grasset 
Jeunesse. "Le Petit Chaperon qui n'était pas rouge" is her first 
picture book with Editions Milan.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

240 x 320 mm
40 pages
15,90 €
From 4 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS La princesse aux doigts d'or
He Zhihong / Christian Jolibois

A princess under a wicked spell, a poet ready to face all dan-
gers to free her from the terrible curse. This original tale has 
all the ingredients that make fairy tales so popular.

Key Features
• A story written by Christian Jolibois.

• He Zhihong's refined illustrations are painted on rice paper in the traditional 
Chinese style.

• An original story, a tribute to Anne Romby.

Contents
When she was born, the Emperor of China's daughter received a gift for painting 
birds. The little girl, called "First Light of Day", draws birds so perfect that they come 
to life. Little by little,  cranes, nightingales and thousands of other marvels created 
by the princess settle on the summit of a far-off mountain where a monster lives 
in his den.

Bloody Sword, the ghost of a terrible dragon, cannot endure the beauty of these 
flying creatures. One night, he visits the princess and puts a curse on her, depriving 
her of her drawing talent. She who was once called the "Princess with the golden 
fingers" can't even hold her paintbrush. Only the courage of a young poet can help 
her escape the curse. This is a tale and an allegory. The author pays homage to 
illustrator Anne Romby, whose work he admires and who, suffering from a dege-
nerative disease, can no longer practice her art. Illustrator

He Zhihong
He Zhihong was born in China, where she studied at the Peking 
School of Art, and nowadays teaches calligraphy in Paris. She has 
created lots of children’s books illustrated in the great Chinese 
tradition on silk or rice paper. She also works in England for the 
Oxford University Press and Frances Lincoln.

Author
Christian Jolibois
In turn author, actor and director, nowadays Christian Jolibois 
concentrates exclusively on children’s interests, sharing his time 
between writing and putting on shows. In the “Milan Poche Cadet” 
series, he has already authored Maître cuistot sur un arbre perché 
(with Romain Drac), Kidnappée par les Sioux and Le Chevalier 
jongleur.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

267 x 230 mm
64 pages
18,00 €
From 5 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Contes d'Afrique - les Animaux
Roland Garrigue / Souleymane Mbodj

An anthology of some of Africa's most beautiful tales, as 
written and told by Souleymane Mbodj.

Key Features
• Souleymane Mbodj is an emblematic author of the Milan catalogue, very popular 
with teachers, in libraries, and with the public.

• 10 stories to read and listen to with a CD, featuring animals of the Savanna, 
humour, and philosophy!

• Equally educational and enjoyable, tales to stimulate imagination.

Contents
A toad who’s looking for a friend, a young goat who dreams of freedom, a jackal 
who’s worried about what happens to her elders, an antelope who’s fascinated 
by his own beauty… Listen to tales where animals play out a strange “Comédie 
Humaine”! At the crossroads of philosophy, humour and satire, storyteller 
Souleymane Mbodj brings us all the magic of the African oral tradition.

Apart from their obvious value as enjoyable reading, these tales – sometimes close 
to the fable – have a real educational content: they teach and transmit universal 
values. At the end of each one, there’s a little moral, where virtue and intelligence 
always triumph. An attractive book illustrated by Roland Garrigue, ideal to initiate 
children to the power of stories and myths from a fascinating continent. 

Contents: 

– "The Animals Who Wanted to Live Together"

– "The Mad Lion"

– "Bey the Goat and his 3 Truths"

– "The Spider and the Guinea Fowl"

– "The Young Buffalo and the Hyena"

– "The Talking Stone"

– "Why Do Dogs Chase Automobiles?"

– "The Bumble Bee and the Toad"

– "The Antelope and the Lion"

– "The Hare’s Field”

+ a CD

Illustrator
Roland Garrigue
Roland Garrigue illustrated Les Pirates in the Milan series “Mes p’tits 
docs” and “Mes docs à coller”, having already produced the greatly 
admired Livre des trous for Nathan. He has worked for Tourbillon 
and Glénat Jeunesse.

Author
Souleymane Mbodj
Story-teller and musician Souleymane Mbodj, who was born in 
Senegal, is devoted to the diffusion of African tales in schools, 
in partnership with the French Ministry of National Education. 
A trainer and lecturer in the domain of story-telling and the oral 
tradition, he teaches at the CFMI of University of Paris XI.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

280 x 200 mm
32 pages
11,50 €
From 3 years old

Chinese (Simplified)

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Devinez coa ?
Paule Battault / Vincent Boudgourd

Flies love cherries. But it just so happens that spiders like 
flies, who like cherries...

They eat each other... but when one link in the chain develops 
its own personal tastes... guess what happens!

Key Features
• Vincent Boudgourd’s illustrations, with their delicate sketchiness, give character 
to all the creatures whether they are furry, feathery or scaly.

Contents
Flies eat cherries. Spiders eat flies, which eat cherries. The food chain goes on and 
on, all the way to a little witch - who eats foxes that eat crows that eat grass snakes 
that eat spiders that eat flies that eat cherries - decides that finally, she doesn’t like 
foxes all that much, she prefers frogs.

Here’s a picture book to get the memory working! Who ate what? Why doesn’t like 
the witch like foxes? What does she prefer? The reader has to find the missing links 
in the chain. 

Author
Paule Battault
Paule Battault has been a journalist for children's mags since 
2007. She's a specialist in creative leisure, especially with the 
Petits mains magazine where she invents and develops manual 
activities. Today, she writes books and continues her inventions 
for publishers.

Illustrator
Vincent Boudgourd
Born in 1970 in Nantes, Vincent Boudgourd is art director in an 
advertising agency. Poil à l’animal and Monsieur Zizi (Editions 
Milan), are his first ventures into children’s books. Since then, he 
has illustrated many other books for children.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

200 x 245 mm
32 pages
9,90 €
From 5 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Rebelle au bois charmant
Claire Clement-Gery / Karine Bernadou

In a beautiful land, lived a very beautiful girl admired by all. 
Suitors were crowding at her door. Nothing new there. But un-
like the usual tales, Rebelle has made up her mind not to get 
married! Even if she has to make herself ugly for a quiet life

Key Features
• An original, modern tale that overturns all the plot devices of traditional tales.

• Portrait of a rebellious heroine, a girl of our times!

• A funny illustrated book that raises notions of individuality and freedom, rejecting 
stereotypes.

• The illustrations combine a traditional approach with an ultra-colourful universe.

Contents
Pretty Rebelle likes to live alone, pick her nose and eat jam with eggs. She loves 
being totally free so much that she doesn’t want to get married! To get rid of 
suitors, she makes herself ugly:  a witch’s nose and green foundation … she tries 
everything! Soon, no man wants to marry her. But as time goes by, Rebelle starts to 
get bored. That’s when she decides to find a husband. She meets Gaston, who, like 
her, has made himself uglier for a quiet life. The young girl goes away, disgusted. 
Luckily, Gaston manages to catch her, and now Rebelle and Gaston are in love! 
To be happy together, they decide to continue doing exactly what they want. Well, 
almost…

Author
Claire Clement-Gery
Claire Clement is a feature editor with Bayard’s J’aime lire Max 
magazine and the author of several series. She has received many 
literary prizes for her novels.

Illustrator
Karine Bernadou



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

200 x 245 mm
40 pages
9,90 €
From 3 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS La moufle
Christine Palluy / Samuel Ribeyron

Young children love the cumulative tale. How a lost mitten 
becomes a shelter for a whole gang of animals and causes a 
merry rumpus in the woods.

Key Features
• One of the childrens' favourite repetition tales.

Contents
In the middle of winter, it’s bitterly cold for the forest dwellers, even for Igor. One 
day, he goes out to cut wood and he loses his mitten without noticing. 

But the mitten finds a happy taker: Pretty Mouse, who snuggles up inside to protect 
herself from the freezing wind. Then tap, tap, Frisky Frog comes to join her, then 
crick crack, Rapid Rabbit comes in too, then Wily Wolf comes looking for a little 
place, then boom baboom, Buster Bear comes in too. Pretty Mouse, who has a 
cold, can’t stop herself: ATCHOO! The mitten is blown to pieces. 

So where can the animals take shelter now? 

A new, more visually exciting end for this great classic tale about sharing, solidarity 
and hospitality.

Author
Christine Palluy
Christine Palluy was born in 1959. She explored several professions 
before discovering the delights of writing. Since that moment, she 
has spent more and more time to creating stories for children.

Illustrator
Samuel Ribeyron
Samuel Ribeyron, a graduate of the Ecole Émile-Cohl in Lyon, 
is both an illustrator and a designer  at the Folimage animation 
studio. His first children’s book was published in Spain, and his 
second,  Philbert, in France by Didier jeunesse. This talented 
multidisciplinary artist, also designs posters for theatres and 
festivals as well as CD sleeves.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

200 x 245 mm
24 pages
9,90 €
From 3 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS L'ourson de Noël
Karine Marie Amiot / Nathalie Ragondet

The incredible story about a little bear, the American Pres-
ident's mascot and the origin of the famous "Teddy Bear", the 
soft toy all children love.

Key Features
• A real little bear, irresistible!

• Outstanding illustrations with a touch of nostalgia, gentle, funny and completely 
up-to-date.

• The true story of how Teddy bear was born.

Contents
President Theodore Roosevelt was hunting bears when he came face to face with 
a lost bear cub – if we can call a bear lost - all alone in a clearing in the forest.

Moved, the President prevented his men from firing and adopted the little bear, 
which became his mascot and extremely popular with the American people.

Theodore soon became Teddy, Teddy being the President’s nickname, and the fol-
lowing Christmas the first Teddy Bears appeared in children’s stockings. They soon 
won the hearts of all children.

Author
Karine Marie Amiot
Karine-Marie Amiot has published many picture books for children, 
published by Fleurus, Albin Michel, Mame (Prune et Séraphin 
series), Lito and Bayard.

Illustrator
Nathalie Ragondet



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

245 x 295 mm
32 pages
11,90 €
From 3 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Miki, l'ours du Grand Nord
Laurence Gillot / Anne Hemstege

As Maniitok and his Eskimo dad are gathering cloudberries, 
they are attacked by a polar bear ! Father and son escape wit-
hout harm, but Maniitok is obliged to leave his favorite cuddly 
toy, a bear made out of sealskin, behind...

Key Features
• Discovery of the Great North.

• A tender story with lovable characters.

Contents
Maniitok is a little boy like any other. He lives in a village in the Great North with his 
family and his teddy bear, Miki. One day, when Maniitok and his Eskimo father are 
gathering cloudberries, a polar bear creeps up on them. His father carries Maniitok 
back to their sleigh. As he runs, the boy hangs his coat on a branch: he must obey 
his father and abandon his garment, but sadly, Miki the bear remains stuck in it. 
Father and son manage to get back to the village in one piece.

Maniitok is so sad to have lost Miki. His father goes back to the forest to look for it, 
but in vain. One day, a hunter says he noticed Miki in a duck’s beak. A bird probably 
dropped it into the water, on an iceberg. But Papa Eskimo and Maniitok still can’t 
find it.

A month after the bear’s attack, a whale is washed up near the village. To eve-
ryone’s surprise, Miki is found in its stomach…

After Albertus, l'ours du grand large, Laurence Gillot invites us to discover the Great 
North and its inhabitants. Anne Hemstege’s palette of soft colours breathes life into 
Miki and Maniitok.

Author
Laurence Gillot
Laurence Gillot, wrote the series Lulu Grenadine and the scenarios 
of P’tit Boule et Bil.  She is also a journalist and ‘artpostalist’, and 
runs writing and correspondence workshops. 

Illustrator
Anne Hemstege
After studying engraving at the Ecole Estienne, Anne Hemstege 
turned to illustration and entered the school of Arts décoratifs 
in Strasbourg. Since graduating, she has been working as an 
illustrator for children’s books.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

245 x 295 mm
40 pages
11,90 €
From 4 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Albertus, l'ours du grand large
Laurence Gillot / Thibaut Rassat

On the good ship Albertus, Captain Balthazar Babkine finds a 
teddy bear. Who could it belong to, since there are no children 
on board? He starts investigating.

Key Features
• Written with great delicacy and sensitivity, a story about mourning a child and 
human resilience.

• Transitional objects are given all their importance (favourite soft toys...) for youn-
ger and older children.

Contents
The Albertus sails all the year round between France and India. The crew are strong 
seafaring men - wich one of them could possibly have a Teddy Bear sewn up with 
duck-green thread? Saturnin - the cook ? Or Albin Hartmann, so big and strong ? Or 
the burly Elie Stern ?

Akthough one of the sailor's jacket is also sewn up with duck-green threat, he takes 
the decision to give it to the orphanage in Calcutta. The Elie Stern admits to the 
Captain that he hid the bear in the lining of his oilskin jacket, a reminder of his son 
who died at the age of four. When he agrees to give the patched-up bear, now 
baptised Albertus, to a little girl, Amolika, the broken-hearted father gives the bear 
a second life, and manages to smile again.

Author
Laurence Gillot
Laurence Gillot, wrote the series Lulu Grenadine and the scenarios 
of P’tit Boule et Bil.  She is also a journalist and ‘artpostalist’, and 
runs writing and correspondence workshops. 

Illustrator
Thibaut Rassat
Thibault Rassat, a qualified architect, has illustrated some children’s 
books and comics. With his innate sense of perspective, his love of 
detail and anecdotes, he’s bound to be a very promising illustrator 
for children’s books.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

13,90 €
From 4 years old

Korean

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Bien fait pour vous !
Aurélie Guillerey / Claire Clement-Gery

A tour de force, writen sensitively and with humour to capture 
the child's way of seeing things and imagination, which can 
sometimes be cruel.

Key Features
• An opportunity to talk about death and the things children project onto the sub-
ject.

• Aurélie Guillerey's magnificent illustrations combine humour and poetry to imbue 
the text with a deeper level of meaning.

• 210x280 mm

40 pages.

Contents
Blaise can't take anymore: his family and friends, everyone seems to be ganging 
up against him. He hates them all, doesn't even want to see them anymore. So he 
leaves home. In the heart of the forest, he lies down on a bed of leaves, closes his 
eyes… and pretends to be dead, imagines he would never go home again. Then 
they'd all regret being rotten to him, that's for sure. And they'd all miss him despe-
rately, that's sure too. Because they all love him, for certain.

In this book, the author finds just the right tone to treat that inevitable moment 
when children have fantasies about their own death and, with warmth and humour, 
shows the distortion that can operate between little daily events and the child's 
interpretation of them. With precision and delicacy, she describes children's need 
to imagine the worst in order to feel reassured of the place they occupy and how 
much they are loved.

Illustrator
Aurélie Guillerey
Aurélie studied at the École supérieure des arts décoratifs de 
Strasbourg, in the studio of Claude Lapointe, obtaining a diploma 
in illustration in 1999. Since then, she has worked in her own 
studio in Rennes for the press, publishing houses and theatre 
companies.

Author
Claire Clement-Gery
Claire Clement is a feature editor with Bayard’s J’aime lire Max 
magazine and the author of several series. She has received many 
literary prizes for her novels.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

230 x 370 mm
32 pages
13,90 €
From 3 years old

German, Korean

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Ouf !
Ghislaine Roman / Tom Schamp

An outdoor trip in a story for the youngest readers, to show 
them the major stages in the life of an oak tree.

Key Features
• The simplicity of the text, the gallery of animals, the way the structure progresses 
from the forest ecosystem to the human ecosystem, make this the perfect book 
for nursey children.

• Tom Shamp's illustrations, sparkling with colours and discoveries, highlight beau-
tifully all the facets of our relationship with trees and nature. A rapport made of 
admiration, poetry, but also the awareness of threats.

Contents
From the tiny acorn to an old, majestic tree, we follow the hazardous path of a 
great oak tree. As the pages turn, the young tree grows taller while avoiding a thou-
sand dangers - like the squirrel that wants to eat it or the gale that tries to break it 
- to grow tall and strong enough to shelter children's games one day 

In this book, children's questions give artists an exceptional space of poetry and 
invention! Such as... "Perhaps bees make honey because they don't know how to 
make chocolate" and "If fish couldn't swim, the sea would be covered in lifebelts"... 
well, there's a kind of logic in there somewhere! 

Ghislaine Roman presents little ideas - crazy, original, yet with a lot of common 
sense - as children express them in their curiosity about the world. Little gems that 
are given a poetic and humorous dimension by Tom Schamp's work.

Author
Ghislaine Roman
Her job as a teacher led Ghislaine Roman to reflect on the 
mysterious relationship children enjoy with words and images. 
Her writing adventure began with Milan Presse magazines such as 
Wakou, Toupie, Picoti and Toboggan.

Illustrator
Tom Schamp
Tom Schamp, studied graphics in Belgium. He has worked in 
advertising, for the press and in publishing. He illustrated Le Livre 
des si and Le Livre des peut-être, as well as Mon premier tour 
d'Europe.
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FOREIGN RIGHTS
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RIGHTS SOLD

230 x 355 mm
32 pages
14,90 €
From 4 years old

English (World), Greek

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Le bureau des poids et des 
mesures
Anne-Gaëlle Balpe / Vincent Mahé

Welcome to the Weights and Measures Office! Come and try 
out the lovoscopes, freezometres, wantscales and other glu-
mometres! You'll be sure of what you feel  and how much…

Key Features
• The unique picture book that treats the irrational and complex nature of feelings 
with warmth and humour.

• Father/son relation at the center of the story.

• 60s-style illustrations.

Contents
The hero's dad is called Marcel Gramme; he's an engineer at the Office of Weights 
and Measures. His job is to make sure one minute lasts one minute, and an ounce 
weighs exactly an ounce.

One day, his son come home from school looking down in the dumps. He can't 
explain why. Marcel Gramme finds this very vague indeed. So father and son decide 
to invent machines that can measure feelings : greed, love, sadness, anger. Their 
machines are a huge success, but they soon create havoc in the town...

Author
Anne-Gaëlle Balpe
Anne-Gaëlle Balpe was born in 1975 and lives in Romainville, near 
Paris. Picture books, novels for teens, collective works…
 she has published a score of books in just a few years. She also 
works for the press.

Illustrator
Vincent Mahé
Vincent Mahé, a graduate from the Gobelins school, belongs to 
the MesieursDame group in Paris. With his light line and flat areas 
of bright colour, he has been taking his characters from travel 
books to posters since 2012, not forgetting magazines. 
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FOREIGN RIGHTS
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RIGHTS SOLD

225 x 270 mm
40 pages
13,90 €
From 4 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Le grand livre de tous les 
méchants
Michel Piquemal / Bruno Salamone

The ogre is having a huge party, and you are invited. Shake in 
your shoes ! Because tonight, all the wicked creatures of your 
worst nightmares will be assembled !

Key Features
• A book that helps kiddies face up to their fears.

• Both scary and funny.

• A book and an attractive object - a claps makes sure the monsters stay inside !

Contents
You’re invited to a party at the ogre’s house. Brrr! All the worst horrors of your 
nightmares will be there, together!

Here is a book unlike any other!

Its pages are magic; they contain all the baddies in the whole world… trapped 
between its covers forever…

In the evening, before going to bed, close the Grand Livre de tous les méchants - 
the big book of baddies - then they can’t get out! You can sleep like a baby.

No more nasty nightmares, as dark as cupboards!

Author
Michel Piquemal
Michel Piquemal, a schoolteacher taking a sabbatical, lives in 
Béziers. 
When he was young, he loved alphabet soup. One day, at the age 
of seven,
 he fell into the pot! So now he spends all is time in books.

Illustrator
Bruno Salamone
Bruno Salamone graduated from art school in Strasbourg with a 
diploma in illustration. 
Bruno Salamone graduated from art school in Strasbourg with a 
diploma in illustration.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS
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RIGHTS SOLD

260 x 315 mm
64 pages
16,90 €
From 8 years old

German

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Peter Pan
Alexandra Huard / Maxime Rovere

"All children grow up - except one." One evening, young Peter 
Pan, with the fairy Tinker Bell, decides to take the three child-
ren of the Darling family to Neverland. The perfect opportunity 
to experience fabulous adventures.

Key Features
• Maxime Rovere has succeeded in adapting the original story by J.M Barrie to bring 
us a book that's accessible to children from 8 up.

• Alexandra Huard's fine line and rich, detailed illustrations plunge readers into dis-
turbing and fascinating Neverland.

• Like all the other titles in the series, a big format, quality production and paper 
make this beautiful edition of a great classic.

Contents
Peter Pan is not an ordinary child. He made up his mind not to grow up and ran 
away to live in Neverland, a marvellous island where children fight pirates, where 
mermaids and Indians live. One day, with the mischievous little fairy Tinker Bell, he 
sets off for London in search of his shadow. That's when he meets Wendy Darling, 
a well-educated young girl who lives with her parents and little brothers. Peter 
Pan falls under her charm, and naturally asks Wendy to be a mother to the young 
children on the island : "the lost boys". Wendy and her brothers discover Peter Pan's 
amazing abilities, the delightful life in Neverland, but also its dangers - worst of all 
being the dreaded Captain Hook...

Illustrator
Alexandra Huard
Born in Annecy in 1988, Alexandra Huard lives in Lyons. This young 
illustrator, a graduate of the Born in Annecy in 1988, Alexandra 
Huard lives in Lyons. This young illustrator, a graduate of the 
Emile-Cohl school, saw her work selected and exhibited for the 
Bologna International Children’s Book Fair in 2000. Since then, she 
has been working regularly for children’s publishers and press; she 
illustrated several picture books for Sarbacane, Tourbillon, Nathan 
and Bayard.

Maxime Rovere



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHTS SOLD

260 x 315 mm
64 pages
16,90 €
From 8 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Robin des bois
Stéphane Frattini / Sébastien Pelon

A great classic of children's literature.

Key Features
• The story of Robin Hood has fascinated many budding adventurers.

• A powerful moving text, full of adventures.

• The format invites young readers to enter into the world of classic literature.

Contents
In Sherwood forest, Robin, the finest archer in the region, and his merry men 
impose their laws with the help of Friar Tuck, the big-hearted monk. Rebels against 
the unlawful authority of the abominable Sheriff of Nottingham and his ally, Prince 
John, usurper of his brother Richard the Lionheart's throne, they live hidden in the 
forest and do their best to help the poor fight against the brutality and abuse of the 
sheriff and his sidekick, Guy de Gisborne, the commander of his army.

We all know the story of Robin Hood, the legendary hero who robbed the rich to 
feed the poor. Robin Hood is a classic tale that is often revisited. A sort of compila-
tion of all the different versions of the myth, this picture book retraces, as faithfully 
as possible, the true story of Robin Hood; hence the tragic ending. In many child-
ren’s adaptations, Robin’s story ends happily, but here he dies poisoned. Stéphane 
Frattini takes us to the heart of a unique medieval universe to live the hero’s adven-
tures as though we were one of his band. This story, enhanced by Sébastien 
Pelon’s beautiful illustrations, deserves its place in Milan’s "Albums classiques" series 
of children’s adaptations, as faithful as possible, of the great classic narratives.

Author
Stéphane Frattini
Stéphane Frattini grew-up in sub-saharan Africa wich gave him an 
accurate love for freedom, an awareness of what truly matters. 
He's tried a number of jobs, before he finally set his sights on 
children's books publishing, wich he loves dearly. He's published 
about 50 books so far.

Illustrator
Sébastien Pelon
Sébastien Pelon graduated in graphic arts. Former art director 
with Flammarion, he decided to devote all his time to his passion: 
illustration. He has illustrated several books for Milan, such as 
Petites histoires zen, Blanche-Neige, L’atelier du Père Noël...
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FOREIGN RIGHTS
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RIGHTS SOLD

250 x 295 mm
40 pages
14,90 €
From 8 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Le papa de Simon
Charlotte Moundlic / François Roca

Settling into school, dealing with difference, themes that 
speak to all of us today.

Brillintly illustrated by françois Roca.

Key Features
• A superb text that has lost nothing of its brillance and pertinence for today's rea-
der.

• A character whose naive innocence is amplified by François Roca's incomparable 
illustrations.

Contents
Simon, Blanchotte’s son, isn’t like the other pupils. He has never seen his dad. Right 
from the first day at school, he becomes his classmates’ whipping boy. They make 
this little difference an excuse to hit him. As he runs away in tears to hide by the 
river one day, he meets Philippe Rémy, the village blacksmith. This generous man 
listens and consoles him, pays attention to him and treats him like his son. Secretly 
in love with Simon’s mother, he ends up marrying her. Now, anyone who wants to 
pick on Simon should watch out… his father will be there to deal with them! 

A brilliant adaptation by Charlotte Moundlic, who updates a short story Maupassant 
wrote in 1879. François Roca’s classic style and reputation places this poignant 
story in our heritage, with the atmosphere and beautiful countryside of Normandy. 
A delight for the eyes!

Author
Charlotte Moundlic

Illustrator
François Roca
François Roca was born in Lyon in 1971. He studied art in Paris, at 
the École nationale des arts appliqués Olivier-de-Serres, then Ecole 
Émile-Cohl which he left in 1993. A passionate painter, he began 
by exhibiting oil portraits. In 1996, he began illustrating children’s 
books. That same year appeared La reine des fourmis a disparu, 
(Albin Michel jeunesse, prix Sorcières, prix Alphonse-Daudet, prix 
Jérôme-Main). François Roca has illustrated more than twenty 
books. He contributes regularly to the Télérama magazine.
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FOREIGN RIGHTS
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RIGHTS SOLD

250 x 360 mm
40 pages
16,95 €
From 6 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Passion et Patience
Rémi Courgeon

How does a little boy become a brilliant engineer? What ins-
pires him, what motivates him?

Key Features
• Behind the scenes of a great engineer's life, Gustave Eiffel.

• Real friend's, imaginary, or allegorical ?

• Magnificent illustrations.

Contents
Passion and Patience, twins, are Gus’s neighbours. The girls are as alike as two peas 
in a pod but they have very different characters. One girl’s qualities complement 
the other’s. As they grow up, childhood friendship and complicity develops into 
love. But how can Gus choose between the two young women? For Gus, it’s an 
impossible choice – to him, the girls are indissociable. Then the three youngs-
ters take different paths. Life goes on, but the memory of Passion and Patience 
never leaves Gus… who is none other than Gustave Eiffel, who had all the pas-
sion, patience and determination he needed to make a brilliant engineer’s wildest 
dreams come true.

Illustrator
Rémi Courgeon
Rémi Courgeon was born in Choisy-le-Roi in the suburbs of Paris. 
He studied visual expression in the Ecole Estienne. He works in 
publishing and advertising, and does travellers’ sketches. He is also 
a painter whose work has been exhibited in France and abroad. 
With about fifteen illustrated books to his credit, Le Mystère 
Ferdinand is his first picture book published with Editions Milan.
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RIGHTS SOLD

336 x 237 mm
80 pages
22,00 €
From 6 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Fourmi
Cyril HOUPLAIN

A book in a class of its own, and a real artistic achievement!

Key Features
• Ants are arranged to form illustrations and words,an original artistic approach.

• This book reads like a great travelogue or adventure novel

Contents
End of the 19th century, the time of universal exhibitions, great inventions, frontiers 
breaking down all over the world.n In this context of new opportunities and adven-
tures, Alistair Burk, a hero, discovered a talent for training ants. He taught them to  
form letters using their bodies and illustrations to tell his story, one that began in 
Victorian England and led him all the way to the Far West, taking in New York and 
Chicago. The journey and his discovery transformed his poor, miserable life into a 
great destiny. This story, rich in unexpected twists and turns, is told in this picture 
book. A few lines of text complete the rich illustrations made with ants. You’ll find 
yourself gazing in admiration at Cyril Houplain’s fine line and imaginative details.

Author
Cyril HOUPLAIN
Creator of singer Matthieu Chedid’s visual universe and the 
musical ‘Le Soldat rose’, Cyril Houplain also produced the stage 
decors for Zazie in 2002 and 2003, and Jenifer in 2011 and 2012. 
He takes part in groups “Les Poissons rouges” and “Les bébés fous” 
with Pierre Souchon and Julien Voulzy, as well as “TamTam” with 
Mathieu Boogaerts.
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FOREIGN RIGHTS
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RIGHTS SOLD

260 x 315 mm
120 pages
18,90 €
From 7 years old

Romanian, Russian, Spanish 
(World)

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Mowgli - le livre de la jungle
Maxime Rovere / Justine Brax

After "Just So Stories", Justine Brax is once again inspired 
by Kipling in an adaptation of The Jungle Book. Original and 
literary, it brings us a first : the whole history of Mowgli's life, 
told in chronological order!

Key Features
• The entire story of Mowgli.

• Magnificent "naive"-style illustrations that whisk the reader to the heart of the 
jungle.

• A beautifully made, classic book.

Contents
Mowgli, a young Indian, is taken in by a family of wolves. Adopted by them, he is 
educated by the black panther Bagheera and Baloo the bear. All during his adven-
tures, he gets to know the law of the jungle: who he can trust, why he should be 
wary of monkeys or how to avoid the tiger Shere Khan. Torn between his life with 
the wolves and his human origins , Mowgli never really belongs to either, but he 
always tries to adapt.

This is a new adaptation that tells the unabridged story of Mowgli. Maxime Rovère 
based it on the adventures of Mowgli from The Jungle Book and The Second 
Jungle Book, to bring us the whole, chronological story of the young boy. Readers 
will be delighted to rediscover this well-known story, often difficult to appreciate in 
the original, thanks to the flowing style of Maxime Rovère. This classic picture book 
is truly exceptional because of the literary nature of the adaptation, its production 
(twice as many pages as the other titles in the series, gold Pantone film to add a 
'precious' touch…), and the visualisation. Justine Brax, the successful illustrator of 
Histoires comme ça, has once again deployed her talents for Kipling. Her brightly 
coloured images, using lots of different matters, take us right to the heart of the 
magical jungle.

Maxime Rovere

Illustrator
Justine Brax
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RIGHTS SOLD

260 x 315 mm
64 pages
16,90 €
From 6 years old

Georgian, Greek

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Pinocchio
Lise Chapuis / Maurizio Quarello

Pinocchio's adventures are presented here adapted to the 
format of the classic big picture book; but the story conserves 
each stage of the famous puppet's initiatory journey towards 
his metamorphosis into a real boy...

Key Features
• This famous tale with a moral by Carlo Collodi written at the end of the 19th cen-
tury, is educational, edifying, and sometimes cruel; but also the fruit of a fascinating 
imagination.

• A powerful and moving text.

• Losts of unexpected twists and turns.

• Superb illustrations, worthy of this great classic, by one of Carlo Collodi's 
countrymen.

Contents
The path is strewn with pitfalls for the naive little puppet torn between his love 
for his father, his good resolutions and the enticement of vagabond's life. Free to 
wander across fields and meadwos and enjoy his ragamuffin dreams and pleasures, 
he little suspects the nasty encounters waiting just around the corner... Very often, 
after some joyous escapade, Pinocchio makes the sombre discovery of fear and 
hunger.

From Geppetto's workshop tp the belly of the terrifying shark, passing through 
the puppet theatre, the island of busy bees and the land of toys, readers follow 
Pinocchio's great epic in the company of the talking cricket, the cat, the fox, and 
the blue-haired fairy. Lise Chapuis

Illustrator
Maurizio Quarello
Maurizio Quarello lives and works in Italy. Harmoniously blending 
realism and fantasy, he belongs to the great tradition of Italian 
illustrators.



bayard
FOREIGN RIGHTS
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RIGHTS SOLD

260 x 315 mm
64 pages
16,90 €
From 8 years old

German, Korean

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Docteur Jekyll et Mister Hyde
Maxime Rovere / Sébastien Mourrain

At the end of the 19th century, London is in the grip of terror. 
A certain Mister Hyde roams the streets at night, generally 
giving offence and committing crimes...

Key Features
• Two colour illustrations (b/w with touches of yellow) by Sébastien Mourrain evoke 
a sombre and disquieting atmosphere for the novel, plunning readers into London 
in Victorian times.

• Maxime Rovere's pen has already successfully illustrated several titles of Milan's 
big picture book classics : Mowgli, Le Tour du monde en 80 jours and Peter Pan.

Contents
London, second half of the 19th centurty. Mr. Utterson, a notary, recalls his meeting 
with Mister Hyde, an abject character, and his relationship with a client and friend, 
the honourable Doctor Jekyll. The doctor and Mister Hyde, two men as different as 
chalk and cheese, seem to know each other very well, to the extent that the doctor 
has made Edward Hyde his sole legatee.

The Adventures of Doctor Jekyll and Mister Hyde are retold through the accounts 
of two friends of Henry Jekyll and the doctor himself.

Maxime Rovere

Illustrator
Sébastien Mourrain
Sebastien Mourrain studied art at the Emile-Cohl school. When 
he graduated in 2000, he went on to work as an illustrator for 
different children's publishers, as well as the press for children and 
adults. He is now working in a collective artist's studio in Lyons 
called 'Le Bocal'.
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RIGHTS SOLD

64 pages
16,90 €
From 6 years old

Romanian

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Le tour du monde en 80 jours
Jonathan Scott Burton / Maxime Rovere

One fine morning in 1872, the enigmatic Phileas Fogg ac-
cepts a stunning challenge: to tour the world in 80 days. Will 
he lose his fortune or will he succeed?

Key Features
• Jules Verne’s text is revealed to children in this new, utterly faithful adaptation by 
Maxime Rovère for young readers.

• Jonathan Burton’s illustrations, rich, with epic momentum, enhance and com-
plete this amazing narrative.

Contents
Phileas Fogg, a gentleman of English high society, is not a man to run away from 
a challenge. So when he accepts a bet to go around the world in 80 days, in front 
of his friends in the Reform Club, he is determined to cross oceans and continents 
as quickly as possible. With his valet, the faithful Passepartout, he begins his race 
against time: by boat, train or on the back of an elephant, any means of transport 
will do if it gets him back on time. Phileas Fogg braves all the obstacles on his way: 
storms, Indian attacks, a policeman on his trail… 

The hero also makes a romantic meeting: Miss Aouda, with whom he falls in love. 
A man would go around the world for less!

Illustrator
Jonathan Scott Burton

Maxime Rovere
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FOREIGN RIGHTS
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RIGHTS SOLD

245 x 345 mm
96 pages
22,00 €
From 7 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Le magicien d'Oz
Charlotte Gastaut / Maxime Rovere

A great classic of American Children literature revisited.

Key Features
• Magnificent illustrations.

Contents
Dorothy and her little dog Toto live in Kansas with her aunt and uncle. During a 
hurricane, Dorothy and Toto are swept away by the wind: their house suddenly 
lands in the Land of Oz, crushing the Wicked Witch of the East. Dorothy takes the 
opportunity to put on the witch’s silver shoes, which weren’t at all damaged. She’ll 
have to walk a long road to get home again!

The Good Witch of the North advises her to seek help from the powerful Wizard of 
Oz, who looks after the Emerald City.

Illustrator
Charlotte Gastaut
Charlotte Gastaut was born in Marseille in 1974. A graduate of 
the École supérieure d’arts graphiques, she works for women’s 
magazines and children’s books.  She has illustrated many of the 
latter for Thierry Magnier, Gallimard jeunesse, Gautier-Languereau 
and Père Castor-Flammarion, who published Prudence in 2010. 
After Le Voyage de Zadim, Le Magicien d'Oz is her second 
creation with Editions Milan.

Maxime Rovere
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295 x 345 mm
64 pages
19,90 €
From 8 years old

MILAN

PICTURE BOOKS Les souvenirs du vieux chêne
Maxime Rovere / Frédéric Pillot

As it nears death, an old oak tree looks back on its past. Its 
memories blend all the facets of the forest: historical, ecologi-
cal, but also the legends, a sense of marvel and philosophy....

Key Features
• A moving picture book that conveys all the significance of the forest and trees 
for mankind.

• An aged oak tree recounts the magical, historical, and legendary events it has 
witnessed.

• Stories full of wisdom and beauty.

• Breath-taking illustrations from Frédéric Pillot.

Contents
Snow White takes shelter from the hunter beneath the tree, it watches the hare and 
the tortoise run their race. It meets a strange hermit who is later known as Saint 
Francis of Assissi. King Louis IX writes the basis of the French juridical system in 
thje shadaow of its leaves. A young woman with a unicorn sits down near its trunk.

Through the oak tree's eyes, the author, a philosophy graduate, brings us a reflec-
tion on our contribution to the world.

Maxime Rovere

Illustrator
Frédéric Pillot
When he draws, Frédéric Pillot covers 252 metres an hour with his 
pencil. That makes 110,376 km since he started. Unbelieveable, 
isn’t it? Frédéric Pillot was born in Hayange in Moselle. He studied 
in Claude Lapointe’s studios at the Arts décoratifs school in 
Strasbourg where he now lives with his wife and children. He 
works regularly for Editions Milan and Milan Presse but his work 
has also been published by Delcourt, Glénat… 
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